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PRESIDENT OBAMA MAKES A TOUCHING TRIBUTE TO LEONARD NIMOY THE
ICONIC 
M SPOCK DIED AT 83 AND WILL BE REGRETTED

Paris, Washington DC, 01.03.2015, 20:11 Time

USPA NEWS - US President Barack Obama delivered a fatal tribute to Leonard Nimoy, on behalf of his own admiration with his wife
Michelle Obama for this great actor who died on February 27. "I loved Spock" said President Obama.

"In 2007, I had the chance to meet Leonard in person. It was only logical to greet him with the Vulcan salute, the universal sign for 'Live
long and prosper.' Said Obama "."Long before being nerdy was cool, there was Leonard Nimoy. Leonard was a lifelong lover of the
arts and humanities, a supporter of the sciences, generous with his talent and his time. And of course, Leonard was "Spock". Cool,
logical, big-eared and level-headed, the center of Star Trek´s optimistic, inclusive vision of humanity´s future", said President Obama.

MR SPOCK IS NO LONGER ON EARTH WENT AWAY TO THE GALAXY

"And after 83 years on this planet ““ it´s clear Leonard Nimoy did just that. Michelle and I join his family, friends, and countless fans
who miss him so dearly today." President Obama expresses his own regret, joins the collective sadness of his so numerous fans.
Nimoy will be remembered the famous Mr Spock pointed ears, half alien, half man in the now cult series "Star Trek,". He was an also
an American actor, film director, poet, singer and photographer.His fame as Spock was such that his autobiographies, I Am Not Spock
(1975) written from viewpoint of sharing his existence with the character. Nimoy has a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame and keeps
especially etched in the memories of his fans. That's a reality far from science fiction

Article online:
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